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This Handbook brings together leading interdisciplinary scholarship on the gendered nature of the international political economy. Spanning a wide range of theoretical traditions and empirical foci, it explores the multifaceted ways in which gender relations constitute and are shaped by global politico-economic processes. It further interrogates the gendered ideologies and discourses that underpin everyday practices from the local to the global. The chapters in this collection identify, analyse, critique and challenge gender-based inequalities, whilst also highlighting the intersectional nature of gendered oppressions in the contemporary world order.

‘The book makes more than one important contribution. First, it brings together a vast array of scholarship in feminist IPE that demonstrates cutting-edge knowledge. Second, it challenges mainstream IPE and, third, it will become an important teaching tool for those of us who have been looking for a handbook such as this for a long time.’
– Amanda Gouws, South African Journal of International Affairs

‘The book is an invaluable – in fact, unique – resource for those interested in gender and international political economy, and the range of work it showcases is useful for both teaching and research purposes.’
– Kate Bedford, Gender & Development

‘The Handbook on the International Political Economy of Gender is an important and carefully considered intervention aimed to bring in a more plural understanding of gender into the expanding scholarship on IPE.’
– Divya Solomon, Progress in Development Studies

‘This rich collection provides ample evidence that the interdisciplinary field of feminist International Political Economy has come into its own. It showcases the diversity of theoretical influences, methods of analysis, political engagements, and topic areas that make up the field. It also highlights the strength of the feminist revision of IPE for challenging contemporary issues and inequities. Building on the most recent feminist research, this engaging and thought-provoking Handbook is of great value to scholars, students and practitioners alike.’
– Suzanne Bergeron, University of Michigan, Dearborn, US

‘In their Handbook of the International Political Economy of Gender, Juanita Elias and Adrienne Roberts offer a collection that not only provides an overview of the “state of the art” in ongoing IPE gender studies debates, but also highlights avenues for theoretical advance and future research. In addition to offering incisive critiques of conventional IPE approaches, this collection highlights the diversity of Feminist IPE perspectives themselves, across disciplinary, theoretical and subfield divides – and so stands to advance gendered IPE analyses specifically, and IPE debates more generally across, our entire field.’
– Wesley W. Widmaier, Griffith University, Australia

‘Elias and Roberts have pulled off quite a feat: they have made a Handbook exciting. This collection is packed with up-to-the-minute feminist international political economy findings. Each contributor knows the current debates and why every one of these (often fierce) debates matters.’
‘An indispensable reference for understanding the breadth, depth, sophistication, and political robustness of feminist international political economy today by leading scholars in the field. From the political economies of migration, sex and domestic work, industrial labor, incarceration, and privatized security to global governance, globalization, and development and their effects on social reproduction and everyday life, this compendium shows how critical feminist perspectives are to resisting the violences of the contemporary international political economy.’
– Anne Sisson Runyan, University of Cincinnati, US